ROUTE 9: 10 kilometers to the east of DOLNI DVORISTE

start:

crossing at DOLNI PRIBRANI (6 kilometers to the east of TICHA which is 4 km
to the east of DOLNI DVORISTE)

distance:

approx. 3 kilometers, (2,5 km to the border, another 0,5 km to a pick-up-point)

walking_time:

allow a minimum of 1 hour

termination:

the road between MAIRSPINDT and UNTERWALD

start at the crossing of Dolni
Pribrani (you see a white
house at your right hand side)
/// let the house behind at your
left side /// follow the gravel
road /// at the first junction go
to your left /// follow the road
for approx. 1 km /// when you
count the third beetle-trap at
the left side of the road leave
the road and go down into the
forest at your left side /// you
come to a sunken road ///
follow it to your left /// when
the road gets grassy (after
approx. 30 meters) leave it to
your right hand side /// you come to a border-sign and you can see the border-brook /// follow the
brook to your right hand side /// cross the brook where it is wide, slow and sandy /// on the other
side you find a small swamp /// go straigth up into the forest (don´t follow the path!) /// you come to
a carriage road /// follow it to your right /// take the first junction to your left /// follow it untill you
reach the clearing /// follow the edge of the forest at your right hand side /// ATTENTION /// stay
inside the forest - watch-towers are on each side of the forest /// the forest gets smaller and smaller
but it leads you down to the street /// arrange an exact pickup at the bend

Please be sure to read the "General Tips for Refugees" carefully!

go straight ahead and let the house behind at your left side

when you find the third beetle -trap at your left side leave the road and turn left down into the forrest

cross the border-brook at the sandy place

